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Abstract 

This paper contributes to enhancing a comparative study on a creative conduct of teaching method in physical 
education sessions. We search for determine the evolution of teacher representations related to the understanding 
of the particular practice of pole vaulting and its teaching by integrating a computer-video artifact into an 
educational environment. This study was done in two graduate classes of high school including (N = 44) students. 
These are two groups; aged between 15 and 18 (One group of students was provided with a verbal and gestural 
communication, while the other was asked to view an artifact video). The pole vole learning cycle consisted of 14 
sessions, divided between two sessions per week. The findings were consistent with the difference between 
methods of teaching in line with tasks of learning. Through this experiment and lessons feedbacks, we have been 
able to conclude that the use of the Computer Communication Technology and precisely of the video image artifact, 
was source of progression of the motor learning for the large majority of the students from the all group study. 
This research is opened to understand and appreciate how to best design video lectures that encourage learning 
and developing knowledge. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the value of sport has evolved in physical education programs (Bailey, 2018; Chen et al., 2017; 
Hastie & Wallhead, 2015 ; Solmon, 2015). Indeed, the use of physical activities and sports (PAS) at school is 
highlighted as a teaching discipline and as an important environment for physical activity promotion (Mayorga-
Vega et al., 2018). It is becoming difficult today to recommend an integration of sports practices without it being 
reproved by a part of the community. So, what is the logic behind the choice of teachers' practices today? Several 
researches have already poured out on the choices of the teachers in bodies of sporting practices. Many studies 
bring together that one of the aims of physical education (PE) is to develop social skills such as cooperation, 
teamwork, and mutual helping among students. Or, on the contrary, on the moral value of physical activity: body 
and soul (Carr, 2010). These studies provide a global and stable view of teachers' choice of PAS. They reveal the 
importance of this sport standard, traditional in PES. The new analyzes show that the changes are related to the 
context that infers vigorous constraints. The social context of sport on transforming communities (Spaaij et al., 
2016), or internal, as the institutional constraints (Poggi-Combaz, 2002a) are perceptible through a marked 
distance to the sport practice and physical self-perception (Derbali et al., 2009, 2008; Leziart, 2007) or a delay of 
introduction new activities (Loret, 1996). Classification analyzes are aimed at terminating dominant rules that are 
required in physical education and sports (PES). These constraints tend to determine a relative homogeneity of the 
teachers’ choices. While, beyond these constraints that balance programming and tend to standardize them, 
teachers are differentiated on the choices of PAS. Would the technical skills of pole vault hiding a heterogeneous 
educational use of bodily practices? What are the meanings of these different uses of pole vaulting in PES? 

Firstly, assessment is, on the one hand, ubiquitous in the school system and poses many problems of justice 
(Campbell, 2010). On the other hand, unequal sexual gender relations are still present today in society workplace 
(Stamarski & Son Hing, 2015). It's the same at school and in PES. In the latter, the grades of boys are generally 
higher than those of girls. This scoring gap poses, for example, a problem of legality between students in PES 
exams. Here, the answer is not limited to a difference in motor abilities. Several elements interfere, such as the 
predominance of male activities, the entry into the foreign activity of girls, the scales that are not very sensitive to 
genetic differences. Whereas previous studies focusing on what the student thinks are rarer and do not answer the 
questions that challenge us: do students perceive inequalities between the sexes? Do they feel an injustice in PES 
assessment? The school, vector of equality between the sexes, participates at the same time in the construction of 
gender differences. In school, boys and girls experience very different socialization (Edwards et al., 2003). 

These consist of behavioral coherences combined with evaluation, organization, influencer design and 
management, effort and retrospection in a particular practice. In addition, changes in educating PE could be 
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desirable in witch; sense of coherence is supposed to be the major indicator of health-oriented behavior (Klunder 
& Lipowski, 2014). The strategic choice leads to a variation in the perceived risk intensity of the activity or 
importance associated with the situation. It finds its origin in the value of achievement of the task. But the strategy 
adopted will not always result in success (Famose, 1996). This work section defines two particular motivational 
strategies for effectively managing the fulfillment situations. First, defensive pessimism (Norem & Cantor, 1986b) 
is used when the apprehension of failure is strong but the desire to succeed is important. To rely on the strategy 
mentioned allowing us to develop the negative effects, by the amount of effort provided. On the one hand, to 
protect oneself against a possible failure, while preparing oneself, on the other hand, to motivate oneself by 
intensifying the effort in order to succeed the task and to increase the pleasure to have properly intervene 
(Bastianello et al., 2014; Derbali, 2010) . In contrast, the strategy of optimism (Norem & Cantor, 1986b) is used 
by people with high self-esteem, low anxiety, and the possibility of failure. Also, optimism may influence mental 
and physical well-being by the encouragement of a healthy lifestyle as well as by adaptive behaviours, associated 
with greater flexibility and problem-solving capacity  (Conversano et al., 2010).The use of defensive pessimism 
strategy (Canedo et al., 2018) may involve students with either low or high self-esteem.  

The outcome is often associated with a sense of control and the perception that students have of their abilities 
is quite close to reality. In addition, teachers must have expectations regarding the teaching of PES in general and 
pole vaulting in particular. More specifically, the educational reform reviews the objectives and contents of the 
teaching, at all levels and for each discipline, decreeing fundamental objectives and the minimum of the 
compulsory contents to be achieved by the students. In this general context, physical education in Tunisia has 
undergone significant changes, such as the looking of its status as an official subject in PES, which concerns 
athletic education: triple jump, height jump that say for the integration of the jump at the pole by treating it in a 
global context of jumping in fun, technical and educational form. 

 
2. Theoretical and problematic positioning 

The didactic approach supported in this study, considers that the student is an actor engaged in a system of learning 
action. This approach could be in agreement with a sociology that assumes individual identity and social identity 
coexist (Elias, 1991), within the framework of motor praxeology. In this context of motor action Parlebas (1991) 
presents an illustrative model of motor action and notes a classification of motor situations. For example, Teachers 
build a learning context encouraging students to actively engage in and take ownership of their learning 
experiences, a setting stimulating learners to imagine deeply about how they might apply what they are learning 
to their envisaged practice (Moate & Cox, 2015). When the student is engaged into motivated sport practice, he is 
considered to be at the center of an interactional system by interacting with both his peers and his physical 
environment. In the framework of the work presented here, not only the degree of motor interaction between peers 
is the only determining factor in the learning situations proposed to the experimental group, but at the same time 
the intervention of the external regulator as support for the learning phases of the jump by pole, in the logic of the 
motor action and the characteristics of the activity. 

The various jumps with the pole are part of the learning situations practiced in the physical education class, 
soliciting imagery self-observation, video visualization and the intervention of the educator, as well as the 
modalities of learning. According to the praxic and psychological approach, relational modalities described as 
"psychomotor" are identified (Parlebas, 1991). They put the learner in a situation of diminished interaction with 
others on a motor level. We note here that the particular practice of pole vaulting can be considered psychomotor 
activity (Derbali et al., 2017c). In the class of psychomotor situations, none of the given motor tasks requires the 
participation of others to be accomplished. However, notwithstanding the absence of praxic interaction, several 
relational possibilities still exist. Thus, we mention three simultaneity, alternation and motricity in isolation. The 
first two are generally called "comotrices" because they are located together, in the same space with several 
participants, without the action of each of them being immediately influenced in its functional achievement, by 
the behavior of others (Derbali et al., 2017a; Parlebas, 1999). They offer students to act in a common space and 
time. They represent the category of situations of active co-presence. Simultaneously, the tasks to be performed 
start from a common starting signal for 2 or more students and are placed for anyone in symmetrical places, 
whether they are parallel or sharing around an arbitrary axis of symmetry. Thus, varied jumping courses in parallel 
are a translation of this learning mode. Here, it is in pole vault that this relational modality of practice is maintained. 
The temporalities of the observation, with the help of the teacher, which admit the visualization of the benefit of 
others and of argumentative language activity, participate in this mode of learning. During isolated motor skills, 
practitioners intervene singly to perform the tasks requested. Isolated situations correspond to a form of passive 
co-presence. Specific examples of the procedure and instructions offered to students will be detailed when 
describing learning tasks in pole vaulting. Thus, we discuss feedback interactions and coupled video observation 
of gender-differentiated treatment as a teaching-learning tool. 
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3. Observation and feedback 

3.1. Video observation during action in motor learning 

To explain learning in the field of physical education video could be a sophisticated way for the understanding and 
correction of student movement. In the school context of Pole Vault learning, we invest in the observation of 
student behavior and the use of video images. The filmed learning sequences could produce figurative forms. The 
interest of this study is first, to study the reliability of the implementation of the video tool in a cycle of teaching 
and learning the practice of pole vaulting. Then, determine the effectiveness of feedback on learning through the 
video image. 

According to Schmidt (1993), feedback is information about the difference between the state of an objective 
and the performance. Through feedback, the learner can grasp the difference between what he actually built and 
what he had to accomplish. To ensure that the task is learned and to guarantee the acquisition, the learner must 
know the course of the action and its result (Salmoni et al., 1984). Feedbacks are categorized into two categories. 
Intrinsic feedback, derived mainly from the own perceptual channels, vestibular and proprioceptive systems, and 
extrinsic feedback is mainly managed by the educator, coach, and teacher in visual form such as, video footage 
(Schmidt, Lee, 1999; Salmoni et al., 1984). The tautology of meaning in these two types of feedback does not 
diminish motor learning (Schmidt, 1993). However, the feedback concerns the knowledge of the result of the 
action and the knowledge of the performance. First, if the learner can know if he has succeeded or failed, it is 
because it does not require great precision. This need can usually be obtained through intrinsic feedback. Then, in 
the case where the information on the result has to be more precise or if the practitioner does not have the potential 
to distinguish by itself the result of his action, it may be necessary to resort to external reinforcement through 
extrinsic feedback. In fact, at the beginning of the apprenticeship, the practitioner does not know how to use the 
potential of his proprioceptive system, which is an important clue to information about the progress of the action 
(Magill, 1993). Thus, knowledge of performance may be considered more difficult to exploit by the novice, as it 
seems to be more effective at ensuring the acquisition of complex tasks involving a variety of movements (Young 
& Schmidt, 1992). 

In our case, the result knowledge would not give sufficient information on the inter-segmental coordination, 
air balance and control of the pole, which characterize this type of jump task. To explain this fact by the necessity 
for the practitioner of motor skills not only open according to the space but also closed, for what it requires to 
master a form from the quantitative point of view and certainly qualitative in order to be informed on the quality 
of its performance. For this type of task, the knowledge of performance is similar to a form of knowledge of the 
result (Young & Schmidt, 1992). In general, consolidated and well-argued feedback assists learning in a variety 
of ways. An important motivational role could be translated into greater and more sustained engagement by the 
learner over time (Salmoni et al., 1984). Another supportive role in producing good performance by positive 
reinforcement of good deeds (Salmoni et al., 1984, Schmidt, 1993). The motor models brought to suckle will thus 
be favored over those leading to failure. This provides the learner with information about the outcome or course 
of action (Salmoni et al., 1984, Schmidt, 1993). To ensure the development of the necessary cognitive and motor 
skills and to interpret and correct its movement, the usefulness of this support is precision and support for the 
improvement of learning by stating the gaps and actions to be repaired. During the next intervention, the 
mechanisms facilitating learning would be identical for all types of feedback. Still, at the beginning of the learning, 
the subject needs to be oriented by a frequent feedback, but that it must gradually be reduced to oblige the learner 
to use his own sensory perceptions. The need for frequent feedback depends not only on the level of the student 
but also on the corresponding difficulty of the work and the time of the action. 
 

3.2. Video feedback 

The understanding of a motor behavior in pole vault requires an observable processing of information. This 
requires the visualization of the result to know the performance. Hence, we need for external feedback considering 
the video as a source of information on the behavior of the practitioner to view his own performance directly at 
the end of it and thus compare it to the mental representation of the movement he had built following the 
demonstration or the instruction. Subsequently, we presented that this comparison was a useful way to refine this 
mental representation and help as a support for the programming of the next attempts. 

The video provides elements of motion that can be observed and corrected on the basis of visual information 
(Schmidt 1993; Bandura, 1976). Little research has supported the use of video in the context of school physical 
education. It seems that this tool is only rarely used by physical education teachers. Guadagnoli et al. (2002) 
discuss the efficacy of the proper exploitation of time and available resources required for the use of video. In 
addition, some studies highlight the importance of repetition for the acquisition of a task (Bonney  et al., 2017; 
Bosse, 2015; Guadagnoli et al., 2001). Indeed, the time reserved for the feedback and the analysis of the movement 
must not be in spite of the practice time. Then Swinnen (1996) adds that the teacher of PES is responsible for 
optimizing the conditions of realization of the task and he is not a distributor of feedback, in order to facilitate the 
emergence and the repetition of the motor response more appropriate. The feedback through the film sequences 
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produces progression and improvement of the learning of complex tasks in students not only at the level of 
acquisition of morphokinesis (Caroll & Bandura, 1982) but parallel to the level of equilibration and adaptability. 
This means furthermore gives an advantageous malleability of use for the learning of the action. For example, the 
movement can be observed more than once and can be delayed on a specific element to be examined. 

The reading of body characteristic movement in EPS in a given environment is most often complex because 
very different depending on the individual. The verbal regulations of the teacher should almost all be different and 
in this, the video is a very privileged tool to access the different information given by the bodies of individuals in 
motion. It ensures very realistic representations thanks to the coupling of the visual and the auditory, which implies 
that it is very adapted to the motor learning of the practice of the Physical and Sports Education. This study seeks 
to confirm the hypothesis that video feedback facilitates the learning of new complex skills as part of a pole vault 
cycle. This learning will be strengthened because the video magnifies learners' motivation and allows them to 
better distinguish the differences between the form and the form (Schmidt, 1993). The crucial objective of 
providing video feedback is the understanding of the function of the error and consequently the identification of 
student successes. The verbal correction of the teacher will allow students to situate in the motor learning where 
the errors and successes are and thus set up a guide to more appropriate and more effective movements. 

 
4. Method 

4.1. Experimental protocol 

We seek to determine the evolution of teacher representations related to the understanding of the particular practice 
of pole vaulting and its teaching by integrating a computer-video artifact into an educational environment. This 
study was done in two graduate classes of high school. These are two groups, aged between 15 and 18 (a "video 
group" and a "non-video group"). These are motivating and active classes where we will find parity between girls 
and boys including between 23 and 21 students per class. The pole vole learning cycle consisted of 14 sessions, 
divided between two sessions per week, which planned on Thursdays and Saturdays from 10 am to 11 am for first 
class and from 11 am to 12 am for second class. The sessions took place in the gym and in the sand jumper. To 
establish a comparative study between two teaching methods (with and without video), it required to set up two 
heterogeneous groups. This is what we organized after the predictive assessment at the first session, while adjusting 
the detailed learning content for the students during this pole vault cycle. The objective of the learning cycle was 
to transmit motor, affective and cognitive learning with strategies that postulate the motivation, control and support 
of student autonomy during pole vaulting while having the most appropriate didactic and pedagogical situations. 
The diagnostic assessment in the beginning of the cycle and the summative evaluation at the end of the cycle would 
be done by the teacher, concern pupils' skills and their performance levels. Thus, we will examen the technical and 
motor level and we will hold progress on the level of motor skills and their performance to measure. Finally, we 
will identify the evolution of students in the practice of pole vaulting. 

In the middle of the session, we integrate Learning situations that will allow the language and gestural 
corrections of the teacher for one group, whereas for the other group, the video will allow relying on the students' 
short-term memory to visualize their performances to which verbal corrections will be added as well as the debate 
of ideas. It was important that the sessions be completely identical in both the video and non-video group. We to 
ensure that girls and boys as students, of both classes receive the same instruction, games, education task and 
exercises. The goal is that the experimentation is done under similar conditions so as not to distort the results. Our 
exchanges upstream and throughout the cycle were numerous to stay in phase and ensure that there is the least 
possible lag in the instructions and corrections. We also made sure to start each session with the class group and 
finish each session in the same way to maintain unity and not break the overall dynamics of the class (see Figure 
1). 

 
Figure 1. Structure of sessions of a teaching-learning cycle with video artifact 

4.1.1. Protocol of action with both classes 
To test the reliability of the tool, we have implemented exactly the same protocol. We had two classes for this 
investigation. We separated each class into two heterogeneous groups following the first session which was the 
diagnostic assessment. One of these groups will receive instruction using video supported by verbal and gestural 
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corrections, while the other group will only benefit from verbal and gestural corrections (without video). Each 
session of the cycle will be broken down as follows: 

- Situation 1: Group warm-up class. 
- Situation 2: Placing the technical element to work on the session in the form of jumping and group jumping 

class games. 
- Situation 3: Technical workshops in group, with for a group the use of the video. 
- Situation 4: Placing the technical element to work on the session in the form of jumping and group jumping 

class games. 
The video workshop accompanied by educational exercises is certainly motivating because it happens in front 

of the camera. Again, the use of the video applies to all sessions, for duration of around 15 minutes. The material 
used to ensure video observation is as follows: A computer, a camcorder, a FireWire cable and a "Dartfish" 
software for managing the reading of the student's passage. In the field of the camera runs the workshop "video". 
The students perform their exercises at first. Then, in a second time, they go behind the computer to view the video 
of their performances. Then, each student makes an immediate return and starts the exercise again correcting their 
mistakes once the visualization is done. This operation allows students to increase their motivation, to have an 
immediate knowledge of their performance and to make visible the verbal and gestural advice of the teacher. They 
will gradually self-evaluate with a real look at their benefits. This approach allows the teacher to make sense of 
the different advice given to students. 

A similar structure was developed for all sessions with the exception of the Predictive Assessment at the first 
session and the Summative Evaluation at the 12th session. The interest of the study is to offer these students 
benchmarks to facilitate and improve motor skills. However, the content is distributed according to the logic of 
the cyclical programming and according to the objective of each session of ludomotor learning. 

SHEET OF A PHYSICAL EDUCATION LESSON 
Classe : Operational Objective of the Session 

Describe in a univocal way the content of the pedagogic purpose 

(know how to do and know how to be) 

To be able of + verb of action and object + conditions of realization + 

success criteria 

Date :  

Cycle : Horaire :  

Séance : Durée : 
Effectif : Matériel : 

Parties Sub-objectives Lesson Content Schema Time Criteria for success 

1. TAKING 

CONTROL OF 

THE CLASS. 

"Lesson start" 

Be attentive to the presentation 
of the work, understand the 
lesson rules, remember what 
have been experienced, and be 
mentally ready to practice... 

• Reception and grouping, the call, the sartorial control; 
• Reminder of what we experienced in the previous session and  lesson work 
presentation  
• Presentation of the task, device, groups, roles, instructions ...; 
• Development of the personal project ... 

 
 
Descriptive diagram 

of a device 
 
 

"A beautiful scheme 
is better than a long 

speech" 
 
 

Expressive 

Diagram: 

Organized, Detailed 

and Clear 
 
 
 

Device: - material, 
space; forms; 
groups; passage; 
action 
- Colored lines: ropes 
to delimit two spaces; 
-Scotch or sticks to 
delimit the space 
layout 
- Arrows: circuit to 
follow 
-Square + rectangle + 
round + triangle + 
stud with keel above 
 
 
 
 

In
di

ca
te

 t
h

e 
D

u
ra

ti
o

n
 o

f 
ea

ch
 s

te
p 

a
n

d
 a

ct
iv

it
y 

  
 

 3
-5

 m
in

   
  

   
  

   
   

  
  3

0-
35

 m
in

  
   

  
   

   
  

   
  

10
-1

2m
in

   
   

3-
5 

m
in

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
  

Vigilance, silence, 
attention, speed of 
answers, collective 
comments 
(prerequisites..) 

2.  STARTING 

THE LESSON.  

" Warming up " 

Prepare muscles and joints for 
physical effort and activity, 
activate circulatory and 
respiratory functions, and 
protect against incidents and 
injuries. "Prepare the 

organization for learning and 

the efforts of the session" 

 
• Physiological activation of the body's functions. 
• Muscle tension adjustment by contraction and stretching adapted to the type of 
effort seeking the muscular amplitude. 
• Joint mobilizations most requested by the APS. 
• Progressive warming from general to APS specific 
• Games adapted to the warm-up and introductory to the lesson. 

- Sudation of the 
body; 
- Face redness; 
- Body sweats 
- Breathing quality; 
Heart rate (beats / 
min) 
- Fun of the game 
(happy / activated) 

 

 

 

 

 

3. LESSON 

BODY 

"Learning 

Situations" 
 

 

Necessary progression into 
"sub-objectives" to achieve the 
objective of the lesson. 
 

They must be formulated at 

using an action verb 

inducing behavior 

observable. 
 
What the student needs to 
achieve 

 

Learning Situation No. 1,2 etc. 
• Device: environmental management and grouping of students; 
• Procedure: procedure and instructions; 
• Achievement criteria: how to do it; useful actions, operations to be done to 
succeed; 
• Rules of action link and articulate the criteria of achievement; - "what are the 
conditions and how to do it concretely? "- data to the student or researched 
(practical knowledge); 
• Evolutions: revive student interest, change behaviors and strategies; challenge 
of pleasure and challenge. 
• Regulations / adaptations / extensions: Possibilities of simplification or 
complexity of the situation or task 
• Discovery situation - situation-problem (identify where the student is, in 
relation to the objective. 
• Structuring situation - situations-problems with evolutions, proposing 
variants, to help the student to discover the rules of action necessary for his 
success. 
• Reinvestment situation -Reuse the action rules discovered in other situations 

Terminal performance 
requirements 
criterion, as a 
favorable result. it is 
the visible 
manifestation of the 
attainment of goal. 
Observable, 

Quantifiable and 

Verifiable Criteria 

-Inscribed in the 
device: impulse on the 
board 
  - Abstract: run 
without slowing down 
  - Quantifiable: 
successful 6 times / of 
10 
  - In relation to a 
criterion for carrying 
out the action 

4. RETURN TO 

CALM. 

  "End of 

lesson" 

Aappease the body towards the 
state of rest and to appropriate 
itself by defining its feelings 
verbalizing emotions, actions' 
rules and security 

• Physiological recovery, stretching, relaxation and relaxation: gradual return to 
calm (do not go directly from the race to a static position); to lie down and listen 
to the music. 
• Reminder of what has been done, learned and met; Collective presentation of 
instructions and supervision 
• Collective lesson report, storage of equipment, re-dressing 

Check normal cardiac 
and respiratory rates; 
body relaxed and 
elongated, at ease not 
out of breath. 

 

Lesson Analysis 
 Envisager des ajustements et des développements ultérieurs.  
 Mettre en place des outils de référence à partir des observations et des analyses. 
 Mettre en œuvre des actions de prolongement sur les domaines retenus dans la progression.  

 Figure 2. Technical elaboration of a physical education sheet lesson 
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Figure 3. Evolution of motor performance in pole vault of video and non-video groups. 

 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of young boys' performance and progress by groups 

Boys Initial Performance Final Performance Progression (meter) Progression (%) Group (N=23) 
1 1.70 3.50 1.80 51.42 Video 
2 1.40 2.40 1.00 41.66 Video 
3 1.30 2.25 1.05 46.66 Video 
4 1.30 2.20 .90 40.90 Non video 
5 1.30 2.15 1.15 53.48 Video 
6 1.30 2.10 .80 38.09 Non video 
7 1.20 2.05 .85 41.46 Video 
8 1.10 2.05 .95 46.34 Video 
9 1.10 2.05 .95 46.34 Video 
10 1.00 2.05 1.05 51.21 Video 
11 1.20 2.05 .85 41.46 Video 
12 1.10 2.05 .95 46.34 Video 
13 1.20 2.00 .80 40 Video 
14 1.10 2.00 .90 45 Video 
15 1.20 2.00 .80 40 Non video 
16 1.20 2.00 .80 40 Non video 
17 1.00 1.90 .90 47.36 Non video 
18 1.30 1.90 .60 31.57 Non video 
19 1.20 1.80 .60 33.33 Non video 
20 1.30 1.80 .50 27.77 Non video 
21 1.20 1.80 .60 33.33 Non video 
22 1.30 1.80 .50 27.77 Non video 
23 1.20 1.40 .20 14.28 Non video 

However, the progress in meters is not indisputably demonstrative of the real improvements of the pupils 
since they do not begin all with the same level of practice. In addition, we considered the percentage of individual 
progression between the diagnostic assessment and the summative evaluation. As a result, we could compare 
students not with their performance, but with their percentages of progressions. Tables 1 and 2 below were 
therefore more significant for the students' situation in terms of their place in the groups. He presented very clearly 
the contribution of the video tool in the progression of the students. Thus, the average percentage of progression 
observed varied for the video group from 29 to 53%, whereas for the non-video group, it ranged from 12 to 47%, 
showing a greater homogeneity in the video group compared to the non-video group. But we especially remember 
that the average percentages of the two classes are almost different. 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of girls' performance and progress by groups 
Girls Initial Performance Final Performance Progression (m) Progression (%) Group (N=21) 

1 1.40 2.45 1.25 51.02 Vidéo 
2 1.10 2.00 .80 40 Non vidéo 
3 .90 1.80 .70 38.88 Vidéo 
4 .95 1.75 .80 45.71 Vidéo 
5 1.00 1.70 .70 41.17 Non vidéo 
6 1.00 1.70 .70 41.17 Vidéo 
7 1.00 1.70 .70 41.17 Vidéo 
8 1.20 1.70 .50 29.41 Vidéo 
9 1.00 1.70 .70 41.17 Vidéo 

10 1.00 1.70 .80 47.05 Vidéo 
11 1.00 1.70 .70 41.17 Vidéo 
12 1.00 1.70 .70 41.17 Vidéo 
13 .95 1.65 .70 42.42 Vidéo 
14 1.00 1.65 .65 39.39 Non vidéo 
15 1.10 1.65 .55 33.33 Non vidéo 
16 1.00 1.65 .65 39.39 Non vidéo 
17 .80 1.60 .60 37.50 Non vidéo 
18 1.30 1.60 .30 18.75 Non vidéo 
19 .85 1.60 .75 46.87 Non vidéo 
20 1.10 1.60 .50 31.25 Non vidéo 
21 1.10 1.25 .15 12 Non vidéo 

Note. m: meter, - Pole vault performance measured by meter; 
     %: Parentage of performance progression; 
     N = 21: Number of students. 

All students, whether in the video group or the non-video group, have improved their performance during the 
pole vault learning cycle, as they have no experience in this practice and it was their first participation. While, we 
find that all students in the video group have a higher percentage progression than students in the other group. The 
table 3 below summarizes the results of each group with different statistics. 
Table 3. Averages, standard deviations, and percentages of performance and progress 

  Initial Performance (m) Final Performance (m) Progression (m) Progression (%) 
Video Class  M 1.13 2.00 0.89 43.82 

 E-T 0.18 0.40 0.26 5.21 
Min. 0.90 1.65 0.50 29 
Max. 1.70 3.50 1.80 53 

Non-Video  M. 1.13 1.76 0.61 33.90 

Class   E-T 0.15 0.23 0.20 9.52 
 Min. 0.80 1.25 0.15 12 
 Max. 1.30 2.20 0.90 47 
Video Group M. 1.22 2.21 1.02 45.75 

Boys 
 
 

E-T 0.18 0.42 0.26 4.28 
Min. 1.00 2.00 0.80 40 
Max. 1.70 3.50 1.80 53 

Non-Video Group 
Boys 

M. 1.22 1.88 0.65 34 

E-T 0.09 0.20 0.21 8.85 
Min. 1.00 1.40 0.20 14 
Max. 1.30 2.20 0.90 47 

Video Group  M. 1.03 1.77 0.75 41.72 

Girls E-T 0.14 0.22 0.18 5.51 
Min. 0.90 1.65 0.50 29 
Max. 1.40 2.45 1.25 51 

Non-Video  M. 1.03 1.63 0.56 33.80 

Group 
Girls 

E-T 0.14 0.17 0.20 10.70 
Min. 0.80 1.25 0.15 12 
Max. 1.30 2.00 0.80 47 

Note. m: meter, - Pole vault performance measured by meter; 
     %: Parentage of performance progression; 
     N = 44: Number of students. 
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Statistical data with a student test showed us a comparison of two averages for experimental groups (see 
Figures 4 and 5). It is calculated with the average performances, according to the two groups (Video or Non-Video) 
and on both tests. We can see results below. 

 
Figure 4: Evolution of driving performance in pole vault of girls 

 

 
Figure 5. Evolution of motor performance in pole vault of young boys 
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4.2. Statistical analysis of the evolution of the performance of the non-video video group 

Table 4: Student's test and the effect of the video on the progression of student performance (N = 44) 
 Initial Evaluation Final Evaluation 

Video Class  1.13 2.00 
Non-Video Class 1.13 1.76 

T-Student 
t = 0.352 

p = 0.728 
t = 4.269 

p < 0.001 
Video Group               Boys 1.22 2.21 
                         Girls      1.03 1.77 

T-Student 
t = 3.929 

p < 0.005 
t = 7.145 

p < 0.001 
Non-Video Group           Boys 1.22 1.88 
                         Girls             1.03 1.63 

T-Student 
t = 3.311 

p = 0.01 
t = 8.216 

p < 0.001 
The Student's test in Table 4 tells us that in the first diagnostic evaluation the result is insignificant with (t = 

0.352, p = 0.728), which is normal in the sense that we checked the homogeneity between groups and the cycle 
has not started. Very normally, the averages of the two groups are almost identical. On the other hand, at the end 
of the cycle, the Student's test is significant with (t = 4.269, p <0.001), it confirms the hypothesis that the use of 
video in the context of computer technology coupled communication of regulations verbal and non-verbal (gestural) 
by an expert speaker is a source of motor progression for students. 

 

Figure 6. Percentage Progression of Motor Performance in Pole Vault 
We are now interested in the various progressions within each group. Thus, it is a non-video group that 

benefited from verbal and gestural regulations from the teacher and a video group that benefited from verbal and 
gestural regulations from the same teacher in the discipline, as well as being able to view the performance at the 
same time corrected on a control screen. On the one hand, we note the percentage difference in progression that 
exists in each class between girls and boys. On average, boys and girls in the video category grew by more than 
(12% and 9%), respectively, compared to their peers in the non-video group (see Figure 6). 

The crossed results of the two classes will allow us to know if the use of a video artifact is a source of motor 
progression. This is achieved by combining the verbal and gestural corrections while relying on the video images 
broadcast before the teacher and the student. We will therefore analyze the results with the progression indices of 
these two classes sorted by percentage. Thus, in this teaching in the form of oriented jumping tasks, a certain 
differentiation of pupils according to their level and gender position appears. Students do not invest in their tasks 
in the same way, as long as these subjects were judged to be of equivalent level by the teacher at the beginning of 
the cycle. It should be noted, however, that the observations made can not be minimized to a limited differentiation 
between girls and boys, since pupils (girls and boys) succeed to varying degrees in responding to the teacher's 
orientations and their interests in the task, during the pole vault cycle. 

The results also highlight that the use of the video associated with the computer tool attached to the verbal 
and non-verbal regulations of the teacher of the discipline promotes student learning. All students in the video 
group increased by more than 43% and their percentage increases are all higher than the percentages of their peers 
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in the non-video group 33% (see Table 3 and Figure 3). Also, the difference is significant between the two groups 
of young boys (video and non-video) (p <.001). Tables 1, 4 and Figure 4 present the results of boys. We see here 
that the results are also different. However, from the results it was observed that the boys in the video group 
progressed (from 40% to 53%) as much as the non-video group (from 14% to 47%) with a significant difference 
(p = .001) in Table 4. While the difference and very significant (p <.001) between the progression of the girls' 
video group (from 29% to 51%) compared to the non-video group of girls (from 12% to 47%), (see Tables 2, 4 
and Figures 4, 5 and 6). Thus, Pole vault learning using video takes precedence over the progression of non-video 
group learning during a pole vault cycle. 

These different observations and this cross-over of roles with video and non-video group classes show us 
very clearly the contribution of using a video artifact and the computer tool. Of course, entrusted to a specialist in 
the activity of pole vault (athletics), the progress will be even stronger. But what must be remembered is that video 
and imaged teaching still seems effective when put in either the hands of a specialist or non-specialist in the pole 
vault discipline. 

 
Figure 7. Differentiated Progression of Pole Vault Performance for Girls and Boys 

 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Analysis of the Computer Communication Technology (CCT) function on teaching 

Videotape feedback in the educational classroom has been a widely used for teaching and assessment to encourage 
certain behavioral changes in children, like the use of instructions for video self-modeling (Buggey, T., 2007). 
Among the difficulties that we expected were those due to the students' confrontation with their own image in the 
presence of the video camera. But we found them not very busy with the presence of the camera; their attitude was 
the same in all the educational situations put in place. We do not think it should be concluded that the use of video 
will no longer interfere with students. So, reflecting on video feedback as a tool for learning skilled movement 
(Cassidy, Stanley & Bartlett, 2006). We must be cautious and take into account all the data related to the context. 
During our reading, it was often question of autoscopy problems but with high school classes, college or high 
school. A teenager is often much more motivated by his motor image that develops from one session to another. 
At certain stages, we agree that the adolescent can not bear to be criticized with his own image and to be judged 
less before and by the other students in his class and is sometimes hesitated to intervene in action. However, in our 
implementation with the two classes, there was never any question of collective feedback. The work with the video 
was done only in separate workshop and individually with each student; it already greatly reduced the anxiety of 
the students. Potdevin et al. (2018) add that video feedback can be used in physical education to support novice 
learning in gymnastics and motivate students. The fact that the tools were used unambiguously gave students the 
feeling that the camera was part of the work equipment that helps them progress and they adapt more easily. Thus, 
images and other computer communication technologies (CCT) present accessories (video, computer, computer 
software) very functional in learning tasks to become traditions. Not only should the use of CCT not be too 
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problematic for PES teachers, but for early use they will gain a better understanding of the use of CCT. Palao et 
al. (2015) show in their study the impact of video technology on student performance in physical education 
 
6.2. Analyzing effects of video feedback 

At the end of different results that we obtained with the two classes that participated in our experiment, we can 
only signify the positive effects of the video feedback on the motor progressions of the pupils. The effect of 
integrating video-based feedback into a teaching games was for understanding activity unit (Harvey & Gittins, 
2014). In line with this analyze Aranha and Gonçalves (2012) highlight the importance of video-feedback and 
instruction in a study that involves the apprenticeship of a sport technical skill of fosbury flop in physical education 
lessons. It should be noted, however, that all video feedback was paired with verbal regulations from the teacher. 
And the fact of these regulations allowed the subject to concentrate on the elements of the task to be corrected. 
Without a doubt, a subject who is not used to being seen on the screen could be distracted by the image if the 
verbal regulations did not come to refocus on the main function of the CCT and its video feedback. We find, 
therefore, that video feedback is effective on teenage students having an age that allows them to perceive the image 
message. So, we think, based on the results obtained, that young beginners are able to use their visual analysis 
capacity effectively to perceive the information that video feedback puts forward. The quality of the verbal 
regulations that will accompany it will then be very important, but as long as the attention of the subjects is focused 
on specific elements of the action, that the instructions are targeted and that the advice given correlates with their 
potential engines, there is no reason that the student is not able to manage and interpret the video feedback. It 
seems that the tool is interesting to the point of trying to also perceive the errors to anticipate the regulations of the 
teacher or the speaker during their verbal corrections. Let's not forget that it is the verbal regulations associated 
with video feedback that are the source of important motor progressions (Potdevin et al., 2018; Rabardel, 1995). 
And sometimes, students themselves could correct themselves. What I think is important is the students' perception 
of their mistakes through video footage. To understand his mistakes and to verbalize them is to tend towards self-
regulation, in that the intervention of the CCT is anyway a success. 

 
6.3. Analysis of the relationship between gender difference and motor performance 

Studies have shown that the gender difference in class is an assurance of student engagement in pole vaulting and 
other physical and sport activities (Derbali et al., 2018b; Davisse, 2010; Bui-Xuân 1989). Despite this, the results 
of our research show that boys' performance was higher than that of girls with a significant difference in video and 
non-video groups respectively (t = 7.145, p <.001, t = 8.216, p <.001), while the increase in motor performance is 
high and exceeds 34% for girls and is over 45% for boys. We note that the positive evolution of boys' motor 
performance is better compared to that of girls. Interpretations of different research in PAS show that boys progress 
more than girls (Coupey, 1995) and that they are more reluctant than girls to go beyond stereotypes. Many studies 
done on PAS assessment show that girls get lower averages than boys (Derbali et al., 2015a; Lentillon, 2005). In 
the contrary, there is a study indicating that boy and girl presented quite different behavior in multiple sets of 
weight exercises, and girl presented a more stable performance and a higher endurance ability to the fatigue as 
well (Salvador et al., 2009). Whereas, teachers’ perceptions of physical education content and influences on gender 
differences as if attitudes and pedagogical practices are marked by implicit sexism (Castejón & Giménez, 2015). 
Finally, although more formal, girls are less active than boys in the field of motor skills (Davisse, 2010). The 
consequences of the research indicate that there are two categories of teachers. Those who provide a stereotypical 
view of roles conceded that girls are rather passive, active boys, with girls withdrawing in some activities, boys in 
others. Those for whom the gender variable is not satisfied to develop differences in results. Many teachers 
therefore feel it is essential to modulate students' demands according to gender, while others believe it is better to 
have the same requirements for all. Student performance in the assessments shows that girls perform worse than 
boys at the beginning of the cycle and at the end of the pole vault cycle. In this regard, the results corroborate with 
those of Cleuziou (2000) who found that it is the most taught PAS that are particularly discriminating for girls, 
and even more the combination of activities. Why then continue teaching in the same curriculum (gymnastics, 
volleyball and athletics), while the results show that it is in these activities that girls perform the least good results? 
The bodily education of the learner still goes through the physical practice fundamentally sports. At the end of 
these observations, prospects can be envisaged. How to find a compromise between the recognition of the 
differences of girls and boys and at the same time the recognition of equal treatment in the scales in pole vault? 
The innovation prospectus undertaken by Bergé et al. (2001) initiates proposals creating benchmarks to mitigate 
this gap. Thus, it is obviously not a question of programming exclusively feminine PAS (Davisse, 2000), but rather 
of finding a balance between PAS. Studies have shown that gender difference is a guarantee of student engagement 
in physical activity: Pole vaulting, football, rugby, judo, are accessible to girls and boys (Kirk et al., 2018; Derbali 
et al., 2017b, 2015b; Davisse, 2010; Bui-Xuân, 1989). Globaly, video technology has impact on student 
performance in physical education (Palao et al., 2015). 
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7. Conclusion 

We want to investigate the video device during a school pole vault cycle. Recalling that, the objective of this study 
is to facilitate and improve motor learning among students during a pole vault cycle by respecting the difference 
between girls and boys. The purpose is to determine the effect of this video artifact and the computerized 
communication tools (CCT) on learning through a comparative study between one group that used the video and 
another without using the observation of video and is limited solely to vocabularies language and gestural activity. 

Our research was oriented towards the replication of the computer communication technology (CCT) device 
under identical conditions to validate the desired results with a cross-placement of the video and computer device 
with two high school classes by entrusting to each the same teacher, a video group of the first class and another 
non-video belonging to the other class. Through this experiment, we have been able to conclude that the use of the 
CCT and precisely of the video image artifact, was source of progression of the motor learning for the large 
majority of the pupils with percentages of progression which vary between (12% and 53%). When the verbal 
regulations accompanying the video procedure were made by an EPS teacher the progression results were 
significant in showing the effect of the CCT on improving performance. What to say then, for impeccable results 
that could be obtained in the same conductions but with a teacher specializing in pole vaulting. These results were 
very significant in showing a significant improvement in motor behavior as well as self-regulating performance 
and error correction. To this extent, we find that the results show that the performance of all students increases 
significantly when they benefit from verbal and gestural regulations based on sufficiently analyzed video 
sequences. It seems clear that students, thanks to video feedback, are able to construct a more precise mental 
representation of their performances, which, in terms of motor learning, gives them a better regulation of their 
actions and therefore a greater success in the progression of their performances in pole vaulting. This echo has 
expressed that repetitive use of video feedback is essential to improve performance. We can, thus, confirm our 
first hypothesis of departure, the device CCT is well source of motor progressions for high school pupils in cycle 
of vault. Although both teachers mark a significant effect of the use of CCT on the learning progress of their 
students, we find a gap in measurable performance (the height of the jump) between girls and boys. This gap could 
be related to three main factors. For a first point, we think that the physical and morphological qualities (height 
and weight), could influence the performance of the learner. For a second point, the intervention of the boy could 
be more energetic and is rich in technicality than the less active girls. Finally, we note that the teacher showed a 
tendency in his teaching towards sportivization. Hence the research, in conclusion, to optimize the measurable 
performance (jump to the highest possible). This, of course with the search for improved skills and motor skills 
through the practice of pole vault for girls and boys in the educational environment. In addition, the intervention 
of the CCT device technique allows students to view their performances in the seconds preceding them. They 
perceive that they still have in mind their postures and their actions. It also allows a verbal and gestural correction 
with other teacher analyzes in the short-term memory of students, this phase of memory very receptive which 
facilitates the installation of learning. And the various results and analyzes made in this paper show that students 
who have benefited from these educational situations imaged video all increased on average by 44%, where other 
students were up 33%. In addition, it is important to remember that information feedback by computer and imaged 
communication technology was individual. Indeed, the teacher incorporates into its educational project the tool 
and its use by associating meanings and teachings of, then it will target its regulations on content that images will 
illustrate and justify. Moreover, this explains his desire and enthusiasm to form and the best use of the device that 
was their motivation in pole vault cycle. Given these results, with the experience of implementation in a real 
professional context, we can extrapolate that it is possible to set up a computer-video artifact as we used in the 
sessions teaching-learning of a pole vault cycle.  

Finally, for us, it is clear that this new instruction comes to serve the didactics of physical activity is sports. 
Here, CCT is not seen as an end in itself but as a means of acquiring the motor skills of new knowledge among 
others and should not exclude other forms and other teaching aids. The variation of the material and its ease of use 
which make currently, the used tools of CCT are supports to the setting up of educational situations in physical 
education and sport. We could also imagine the design of a video-computer-type educational support accompanied 
by didactic scripts. We have seen in individual analyzes that all students, without exception, have made much 
progress over the cycle. Finally, a call directed to institutions to develop their tools for transforming knowledge. 
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